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Overview: Human Resource Executive’s® Executive Q&A on HR Technology offers a unique
opportunity to tell of 65,000 Print and 100,000+ Digital Edition HR decision-makers what your
top executive thinks about the HR technology industry.
Don’t miss your opportunity to be part of the new Executive Q&A on HR Technology
published in the January/February issue of Human Resource Executive®. This is your chance
to answer questions from our editorial department on the state of HR Technology.
Includes: When you buy 1 tabloid advertisement in the January/February issue, you’ll
receive:
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your Q&A (650
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Q:

What are the biggest challenges
facing HR leaders today as far as HR
technology is concerned?

A:

Our clients and our people leaders are
focused on how to optimize technology
to accommodate an increase in flexible
work arrangements. Everything must be
considered, from the basic VPN to special
equipment required for effective virtual
appointments. With increased flexibility
comes increased risk. Use of home networks
to retrieve work emails and data is of real
concern. Balancing safety and ease of access
to pertinent but also sensitive information is
key. Additionally, having a solid IT support
system for both on- and off-site associates
is imperative. Much like the institutions we
serve, we want associates to be able to serve
clients and do their jobs efficiently, but with a
safety-first mindset.

Q:

Where do you expect to see HR leaders
focusing their attention in the coming
months as they attempt to address those
challenges?

A:

Working with human resource leaders
from a wide range of institutions and
sizes gives us insight into how a variety of
organizations are moving forward. As TIAA
transitions to a hybrid model of work, where
associates are spending part of their time
working remotely and part of their time
working in the office, continuing to prioritize
information security is crucial. We’ve all seen
the stories about ransomware and other
cyberattacks and no one wants to be the next
headline. Maintaining the right cybersecurity
protocols, the technology and—most
importantly—the team to support it all are
essential. We’ve been using technology to
collaborate with clients and colleagues for
years. Through the pandemic, we’ve relied
on those same applications for seamless
transition to fulltime remote work. We’ll
continue to focus on collaboration among
teams who might not be within the same four
walls, or even the same time zone.

Q:
A:

What areas of employee HR technology
are especially ripe for innovation?

From apps that allow associates to
reserve desk or collaboration space
in the office to increased data security
offerings, HR technology will likely see
innovation across a wide range of services
that promote and enable collaborative work
in offices designed for flexibility. Additionally,
as institutions focus on the overall wellbeing
of their employees, there’s real opportunity
for continuing education on personal
technology security and using updated
safety tools such as voice biometrics, as
well as increased awareness of phishing/
vishing schemes. The broader acceptance
of technology opens up opportunities for
HR to innovate and improve efficiencies
by eliminating manual processes, provide
broader educational opportunities focused on
closing systemic gaps like financial and health
education, and collaborate with outside
business partners to provide a wide range of
educational opportunities for employees.
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•

Be sure to answer the posed questions and don’t write about your
company and products. (This is a chance for you to share your strategic
vision, and we reserve the right to edit anything that sounds too
promotional.)

•

We encourage you to have an “officer of the company” to provide
responses.

•

Make sure you direct your comments to a senior HR executive
audience.

•

In crafting your responses, we encourage you to be original in your
thinking and thought-provoking in your writing.

•

Submit your answers as a Word document to Joe Ciocca at jciocca@lrp.com.

•

Don’t miss your opportunity to be part of this Executive Q&A! This is your chance to
speak with authority about the issues HR decision-makers care about most!

Include your company name, the contributor’s name and title, company
location (city and state), and url.

•

Below are a few items to keep in mind as you plan to promote your company in this
special section.

Also, please submit a color photo of the author (save as a TIFF or JPEG
at a resolution of 300 dpi or higher). E-mail the photo to Joe Ciocca.

•

We will select artwork that helps to illustrate your responses. The
section will be attractively presented. Our art director and editors will
select, with care, a photo or illustration that complements your topic.

Human Resource Executive® is offering a unique opportunity for your company
leaders to share their views with more than 65,000 Print and 100,000+ Digital
Edition HR executives who subscribe to the magazine.
Please answer these 3 questions:
1. What are the biggest challenges facing HR leaders today as far as HR
Technology is concerned?
2. Where do you expect to see HR leaders focusing their attention in the coming
months as they attempt to address those challenges?
3. What areas of employee HR Technology are especially ripe for innovation?
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